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Dear Dr Chadwick 

Submission by Premier Venue Entertainment Pty limited trading as FOX SPORTS VENUES; 

Application for revocation of authorisation A90987 and substitution of new authorisation A91257 by 

various divisions of the Australian Hotels Association (AHA) 

This submission Is made by Premier Venue Entertainment Ply limited tradmg as FOX SPORTS VENUES 

(FSV) in response to the ACCC draft determination regarding the application for revocation of authorisation 

A90987 and substitution of new authorisation A91257 by the AHA Divisions in New South Wales Victoria , 

South Australia Tasmania, Western Australia , Northern Territory. Australian Capital Territory and 

QueenSland (collectively AHA) (Draft Determination) 

1. 	 Executive Summary 
----_._._- -_.•. _- '-,--._-,- - - -, - - ----_. 

FSV is one of the service providers specified in the Draft Determination with whom the AHA Divisions are 

authorised to collectively bargain, FSVs view is that the applicants have not established that the public 

benefit arising from the conduct sought to be authorised outweighs the public detriment, at least insofar as 

it concerns the provision of broadcasting or television services to AHA members. In this respect, FSV 

repeats the matters set out In its submission dated 30 November 2010 and makes the following additional 

comments: 

If the proposed conduct is authorised, the AHA Divisions will be entilled to bargain on behalf of all 

of their members (current and future) in the relevant state or territory, Given the size of the AHA's 

membership base, the effect of the authorisation would be 10 facilitate the aggregation of the 

majority of the sector's buying power in each state and territory, This has the potential to adversely 

affect compeHlion in the relevant markets for the supply of broadcasting or television services to 

AHA members. 

The applicants have failed to provide the Commission with sufficient information concerning the 

relevant markets for the supply of broadcasting or teleVision services to the hotel industry. As a 

result , the Commission has been led to incorrectly identify the relevant market In which FSV 

operates. FSV submits that the relevant market is more appropriately identified as the market for 

the supply of television services, given that a range of services are able to be delivered to 

television sets for exhibition by AHA members to their customers through a range of technologies 

whIch are not just limited to broadcast technology. There are in fact a range of suppliers of 

television services other than FSV, This includes otller subscription television channel providers 

and platforms , free-to-alf teleVIsion channels , IPTV and Internet TV service providers and video 

hard drive programming suppliers across the genres of sports, news, music. general entertainment 
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programming and movies. Given these alternative suppliers of television services and the size of 

the proposed collective bargaining group, it is clear that the proposed conduct is likely to adversely 
affect competition in the relevant market for the supply of television services. 

The Draft Determination does not entitle each AHA Division to collectively bargain with the range 

of other suppliers or potential suppliers of television services . FSV submits that the fact the 

proposed authorisation only covers some of the suppliers in the relevant markets such as FSV and 

Austar is likely to distort the competitive process by which access to broadcasting or television 

services are acquired. This is an additional reason why the Commission cannot be satisfied that 

the public benefit outweighs the detriment flowing from the authorised conduct . 

If the conduct is authorised, the Commission should seek to ensure that the proposed 

authorisation remains voluntary for all parties, including suppliers. Further, the Commission should 

seek to ensure that the AHA members do not seek to collectively boycott a supplier which elects 

not to negotiate with the collective bargaining group. 

2. Proposed Collective Bargaining Groups 

Size, composition and representation 

The Commission's 'Guide to Collective Bargaining Notifications' relevantly provides that when the size, 

composition and representation of bargaining groups are restricted, the anti-competitive effect Is likely to be 

smaller because of the smaller area of trade affected by the collective arrangement and because of the 

competition provided by those businesses outside the group.' FSV agrees with those comments but 

considers that the bargaining groups in this case are too broad. FSV sets out Us reasons below. 

The AHA represents a large proportion of what is generally described as 'the hotel industry'. Its 

membership comprises pubs, clubs, cafes, restaurants and 3, 4 and 5 star accommodation hotels 

throughout Australia2 whose ownership varies Significantly from small independent family owned venues to 

large national and international hotel chains The following lable outlines information provided by the AHA 

on the number of hotels in each state or territory, and the percentage of hotels in that state or territory 

which are members of the AHA:3 

-r-----. --. 
WA SA TAS VIC NT 

---r--
OLD 

--,--.. 
NSW ACT 

Hotel (number) 720 _. _--_. 
Approximate % 78 
AHA members 

630 

85 

310 

70 

1400 127 1100 

:=r:~-
2000 

...--.. 
76 

120 

75 

The Draft Determination entitles collective negotiations to be conducted by committees elected by the 

members of each state/territory Division of the AHA . In other words, each AHA Division will form the 

collective bargaining groups under the proposed arrangements. 

In light of the figures set out in the table above, it is clear that the Draft Determination provides for 

substantial bargaining groups to form under the proposed arrangement. By way of example, from the date 
the Draft Determination is granted, the AHA's NSW Division will be entitled to collectively bargain with the 

1 Guide to Collective Bargeinin9 Notrtlc3tionfl at page 27 
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11 suppliers specified in the Draft Determination on behalf of 1,520 hotel members ranging from small pubs 

to 3, 4 and 5 star accommodation hotels. 

Relevantly, the Draft Determination proposes to authorise each AHA Division to engage in collective 

negotiations not only on behalf of their current members but also future members. 4 Therefore, the Draft 

Determination has the potential to authorise each AHA Division to negotiate on behalf of the entire 'hotel or 

hospitality industry' in the relevant state or territory which would include not only hotels but also restaurants 

and other hospitality establishments. 

The size of the bargaining group in this case should be contrasted with previOUS determinations of the 

Commission where the Commission sought to restrict the size of the collective bargaining group so as to 

minimise the likely anti-competitive effect of the conduct. For example: 

• 	 In the ACCC's Final Determination relating to the application for authorisation by Liquor Stax, the 

ACCe noted that: 

Liquor Stax would make up a small proportion of the purchasers in any of the wholesale markets 

affected by the conduct. The composition of tile group, as described in the application. is such that 

the conduct is likely to have little If any detrimental effect on competition in those markets. 5 

In that case, Liquor Stax was a group of family owned and operated community based hotels and 

bottle shops comprising approximately 225 outlets. 

In the ACCC's Final Determination relating to the application for authorisation by South Australian 

chicken growers to engage in collective bargaining, the ACCC considered that lnghams would 

have countervailing bargaining power which would limit the potential fOT anti-competitive detriment 

arising from the proposed conduct.s In reaching this conclusion, the Commission noted that the 

proposed arrangements were restricted to 18 current and future Inghams' growers which 

represented approximately only one third of chicken growers in South Australia . In addition, 

Inghams had the option of sourcing processed chicken meat from Victoria. 

The Commission appears to be of the view that in some of the affected markets, including broadcasting or 

television services, participation on the supply-side is restricted such that there is likely to be limited anti. 

competitive detriment flowing from the large size of the bargaining group in this case. For the reasons set 

out in section 3 below, FSV and Austar are not the sole suppliers of broadcasting or television services. 

Nor are they considered by the hotel industry to be an essential or 'must have' product. FSV understands 

that a substantially large number of 'hotels' in the geographic areas in which FSV supplies television 

services, acquire television services from suppliers other than FSV. Therefore, the AHA's members have 

sufficient countervailing power. For example, to the extent members of the hotel industry consider the 

sports channels distributed by FSV to be substitutable for the channels distributed by Sky Channel pty Ltd, 

the AHA will be entitled to form one collective bargaining group in each state or territory notwithstanding the 

fact it has sufficient countervailing power to deal with the suppliers of broadcasting or television services. 

2.2 	 Information sharing 

FSV is concerned about the potential for information sharing between 

• ACee paragraph 5.7 
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each AHA Division, despJte the fact the Draft Determination proposes that a negotiating committee 
not comprise members of more than one division;} and 

members of the AHA Division concerning goods and services supplied by service providers which 
are not the subject of the authorisation. 

In this respect, FSV agrees with the concerns raised in the submission of Foster's Group Limited6 which 

identified the potential transfer of confidential information between bargaining groups as possible (and 

likely) under the proposed arrangement.s FSV makes the following comments: 

While the AHA has not sought authorisation to form a national or cross border collective bargaining 

group,10 in the absence of any confidentiality regime or other separation arrangements, it is 

unlikely, and suppliers can have no assurance, that the proposed collective bargaining would be 

limited in the manner required by the AHA under the proposed authorisation. By way of example, 

the membership of the AHA includes large hotel chains which operate venues in a range of states 

and territories. It appears to FSV that those members can participate in a number of collective 

bargaining groups depending on the location of their venues. FSV submits that this is likely to 

significantly increase the anti-competitive effect of the arrangements. 

As set out in section 3 below, there are a range of suppliers of television services to members of 

the AHA. This includes channels which are substitutable for those provided by FSV. Those 

suppliers are not specified in the Draft Determination and therefore fall outside the collective 

bargaining arrangements. FSV considers it impractical for members of the COllective bargaining 

group to negotiate with one of the 'targeted suppliers' without disclosing to each other the following 

information: 

• 	 the terms on which access to a non targeted television service may be available; 

• 	 the extent to which a non targeted television service is substitutable for the television 

services provided by FSV; and 

• 	 the extent to which' a venue may continue to attract customers without access to any of 

the television services provided by FSV. 

It is likely that such a discussion will occur as it is a necessary consequence of identifying the 

terms and conditions to be sought from the 'targeted' supplier in the collective negotiations and 

further, the reasonableness of the position taken by the supplier in those negotiations. 

Representatives from the Divisions meet regularly at AHA Board meetings and the National 

Executive and frequently communicate and coordinate on national lobbying issues. 

3. 	 Public Detriment under the Proposed Arrangement 

In proposing to refuse to grant the 'expanded authorisation' sought by the AHA, the Commission 

commented that: 

the goods and services which are the subject matter of the expanded authorisation span diverse 

markets, each with unique features in terms of supply and demand; and 

7 Ac e e Draft Detenllinatlon at paragrapt, 4 73 
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the ACCC has not been provided with sufficient information to enable it to assess the likelihood of 

anti-competitive detriments arising in these markets. 

FSV submits that the applicant has also failed to provide the Commission with sufficient evidence 

concerning the relevant market (Which is more appropriately identified as the market for the supply of 

television services as opposed to broadcasting services) to establish that any legitimate public benefit 

derived from the anti-competitive conduct outweighs the anti~competitive detriment likely to flow from the 

granting of the application. 

3.1 Market Description 

As previously mentioned, the Draft Determination does not correctly identify the relevant market in which 

broadcasting services are supplied. Nevertheless, it appears from comments made in the Draft 

Determination that the Commission considers there to be limited participation on the supply-side in the 

broadcasting services market and that the authorisation is primarily concerned with the provision of sports 

programming " . 

As mentioned above, the AHA represents the interests of a range of members in what is broadly described 

as the hotel or hospitality industry. Given the diverse businesses operated by AHA's members, those 

members may be interested in different kinds of entertainment services, spanning not only sports, but also 

news, movies, general entertainment, documentaries, kids and music programming. 

As mentioned in our submission dated 30 November 2010, the television services supplied by FSV are not 

limited to televised sport and also include a number of channels across the genres of news, music, 

documentaries. general entertainment and kids programming. 

There are a number of suppliers or potential suppliers of broadcasting or television services to the hotel or 

hospitality industry in addition to FSV. For example, members of the hotel or hospitality industry located in 

the areas in which FSV supplies television services, may acquire television services from FOXTEL (which 

also distributes many of the channels set out in Attachment A to FSV's submission dated 30 November 

2010 directly to AHA's members, particularly 3, 4 and 5 star accommodation hotels), Sky Racing, TVN, 

Setanta, FetchTV, Telstra T-Box, Nightlife Music, Satellite Music Australia . internet TV providers such as 

Apple TV and LG, as well as the current 16 digital free-to-air channels Which provide a broad range of 

television programming including sport, music and general entertainment. 

3.2 Distortion of the competitive process by the proposed arrangement 

The Draft Determination only entitles each AHA Division to collectively bargain with a limited number of 

suppliers such as FSV and not the range of other suppliers or potential suppliers of broadcasting or 

television services. FSV submits that to the extent the authorisation grants the AHA Divisions the right to 

collectively bargain with some but not all suppliers of broadcasting or television services, this is likely to 

distort the competitive process by which access to broadcasting services or television services is acquired. 

For example, if the authorisation is granted, some of the possible outcomes are: 

Suppliers of broadcasting or television services other than FSV will retain the ability to negotiate 

direclly with individual members of the AHA Negotiating directly With individual members enables 

those suppliers to develop relationships directly with the member and, more importantly, to tailor 

television entertainment packages whiCh suit the individual AHA member's needs. FSV will have 

limited flexibility to do so in respect of AHA members that only wish to participate in a collective 

bargaining group. Where FSV elects not to negotiate with the collective bargaining group, this may 
damage the relationship betw~en FSV and the relevant AHA members. 

\ 1 ACe e Draft Determinalion al paragraph 4 12 
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The AHA Divisions submit that they expect the collective bargaining process to result in more 

favourable terms of trading for their members This includes possibly volume discounts. If this 

occurs, there may be adverse consequences for other suppliers of broadcasting or television 

services that are not specified in the Draft Determination. For example, there are AHA members 

which currently acquire television services from suppliers other than FSV (such as Setanta). In the 

event the AHA Divisions are able to secure price reductions for their members from FSV, those 

members may in turn seek similar price reductions from suppliers which are not specified in the 

Draft Determination. Alternatively, the AHA members which are currently purchasing services from 

those suppliers alone may elect to purchase services from FSV instead. 

Given the potential effect the authorisation is likely to have on the competitive process, FSVsubmits that 

the Commission cannot be satisfied that the public benefit ariSing from the conduct outweighs the anti

competitive detriment. 

4. Voluntary Arrangement 

Voluntary participation by suppliers and AHA members 

The Draft Determination retevantly provides at paragraph 6.48 that the proposed collective bargaining 

arrangements are voluntary. Therefore, suppliers may choose not to participate in collective negotiations 

with the AHA Divisions but negotiate with AHA members individually.12 

If the Commission grants authorisation in the terms set out in the Draft Determination, FSV is concerned to 

ensure that the collective bargaining arrangement remains voluntary, not only for AHA's members but also 

suppliers. In this respect , FSV notes that the AHA is not seeking authorisation for its members to engage 

in any collective boycott activity. 

5. Conclusion 
-- ----- - - -------. 

FSV submits that insufficient evidence is available to determine the impact of the proposed authorisation 

and whether the public benefit outweighs the public detriment Authorisation of the proposed collective 

bargaining arrangement h~s the potential to lessen competition in the relevant market (which is more 

appropriately identified as the supply of television services as opposed to broadcasting services to the hotel 

or hospitality industry) and is not necessary in order to achieve efficient and equitable supply Of television 

services to AHA members In these clrcumstances, FSV opposes the application as it is clear that any 

legitimate public benefit derived from the anti-competitive conduct does not outweigh the ariti-competitive 

detriment likely to flow from the granting of the application. 

,1 ACCC Draft DeterminatIOn at paragraph 6 .4B 
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